Activity - Dress as Cubetto

Dress as Cubetto

Material
- Large cardboard box (big enough for your child to wear)
- Sharp knife or scissors
- Markers
- Stickers or other decorations

Time
20 minutes

Difficulty
Medium
Instructions

Step 1
Cut top flaps off cardboard box. Bonus points for making two opposing long sides into semi circles for wheels!

Step 2
Flip over to see the bottom of the box. Take one of your child’s hats or a bowl with a circumference big enough to fit over their head, and draw a circle one inch bigger than the hat’s circumference.

Step 3
Draw armholes on opposing sides (the same side as your “wheels” if creating these).

Step 4
Cut out the circles for the head and arms. Use your markers to draw Cubetto’s face on the front side. Decorate however you like.

Step 5
Slip over your child’s head. Stand back and admire your new cube ;).